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Our team is giving a series of lectures and seminars with a focus on enterprise systems design and in-memory data management. Strong links to the industry ensure a close connection between theory and its implementation in the real world.
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				General Information
			

Hyrise is the research in-memory database system that has been developed by our group since 2009 and has been entirely rewritten since 2016. Our goal is to provide a clean and flexible platform for research in the area of in-memory data management. Its architecture allows us, our students, and other researchers to conduct experiments around new data management concepts. To enable realistic experiments, Hyrise features comprehensive SQL support and performs powerful query plan optimizations. Well-known benchmarks, such as TPC-H or TPC-DS, can be executed with a single command and without any preparation.
Above the DBMS foundation of Hyrise, we build the “autonomous database”. The vision is to support database administrators (DBAs) in handling the growing complexity of not only the database systems themselves, but also that of the stored data and the workload. For this, Hyrise monitors runtime parameters, predicts the impact of possible configuration changes, and automatically applies those changes that are deemed beneficial. These changes may include the creation of secondary indexes, the (re-)encoding of columns, or the eviction of unused data to lower memory and storage tiers.
To foster reuse and reproduction, Hyrise is completely open source and available on Github. We value high quality code (C++20), as documented by strict code reviews, a test coverage of 90%, various linting and static code analysics tools, and a comment-to-code ratio of 1:4.
You are invited to read our Step-by-Step Guide and to contact us with any questions that may arise.
The project team consists of Martin Boissier, Stefan Halfpap, Keven Richly, Marcel Weisgut, Daniel Lindner, Dr. Michael Perscheid, and Prof. Dr. h.c. Hasso Plattner. We thank all student contributors, without whom this work would not have been possible.
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				Database Architecture
			

Hyrise consists of two parts. Firstly, the DBMS Foundation comprises the components that are necessary to store data and execute queries. Secondly, the Autonomous Database, which will be described below, is responsible for automatically tuning the system. The architecture diagram above visualizes these two parts.
Users can interact with Hyrise using one of three interfaces: First, the CLI Console offers features beyond those traditionally known from command line clients. These include the inline visualization of query plans in the form of annotated graphs. Second, Hyrise supports the PostgreSQL wire protocol and can thus be accessed using the psql client or compatible libraries. Finally, the benchmark binaries are a one-stop solution for executing different benchmarks and obtaining human- and machine-readable benchmark results.
Independent of the used interface, SQL queries enter the SQL Pipeline, which transforms the query string into a logical query plan, which is then optimized, transformed to a physical plan, and finally executed. We discussed the different optimization steps and quantified their impact here.
Hyrise stores table data in so-called chunks. A chunk is a fine-granular, horizontal partition of the table with a predefined number of rows. New rows are inserted into the last chunk of the table. Once this chunk reaches its target size, it is marked as immutable and a new mutable chunk is appended. Chunks are used as a flexible basis for indexes, filters, and statistics. Internally, chunks hold one segment per column of the table. This makes Hyrise a primarily column-oriented DBMS. Segments that are part of an immutable chunk may asynchronously be encoded (aka. compressed) using one of several encoding schemes. By default, dictionary encoding is used.










				Autonomous Database
			
The DBMS Foundation is the basis for our autonomous database. We support a number tuning options that can be used to optimize the system’s performance. Among them is the automatic selection of encoding mechanisms, the data-driven partitioning, and the automatic migration of data between tiers. Many of these are developed as parts of individual research projects. As such, they are subject to frequent changes. To facilitate the independent development of these tuning options, we have decoupled them from the Hyrise core and implement them in the form of plugins.
At the same time, many tuning options have shared requirements. For an efficient selection of encoding mechanisms, where less frequently accessed segments are compressed more heavily, the number of accesses to these segments has to be tracked. The same information is needed by the automatic tiering plugin. Overlaps between plugins cannot only be found in their input data, but also in internal mechanisms. For example, the mentioned plugins both aim at balancing two competing goals, i.e., reducing the DRAM footprint without negatively affecting the query throughput. In the long run, we plan for these shared requirements to be fulfilled by the driver in the Hyrise core.
The driver takes input parameters from runtime KPIs (e.g., the system utilization, the number of accesses to individual segments, and more), the constraints defined by the DBA, and the options provided by the different plugins. Based on these parameters, it makes decisions in a centralized manner. These decisions can then be realized by the different plugins.









				Hyrise Cockpit Demonstration
			
In practice, automated database administration approaches are often distrusted. The Hyrise cockpit provides means for database administrators and developers to experiment with plugins that tune database systems autonomously. These experiments should lead to a better understanding of the functionality of such approaches and, in the end, increase trust in such solutions. The Hyrise cockpit intends to create confidence in autonomous solutions by allowing to compare the performance for complex workloads of conventional and autonomously configured systems side by side. The cockpit is demonstrated in the video below which was presented at ICDE 2021.









Embedded Vimeo video
Note:This embedded video is provided by Vimeo, Inc., 555 West 18th Street, New York, New York 10011, USA.
When playing the video, a connection to the Vimeo servers is established. Vimeo will be informed which pages you visit. If you are logged into your Vimeo account, Vimeo can assign your surfing behavior to you individually. You can prevent this by logging out of your Vimeo account beforehand.


						Data privacy
					
					Show video
				











				Research Activities
			
The scope of our research includes (I) data compression and tiering, (II) data replication and scale-out, (III) index selection (IV) and the joint tuning of these approaches for both relational and spatio-temporal workloads. We also explore (V) the usage of data dependencies in the context of query optimization.









				I Data Compression & Tiering
			
Data compression and tiering are powerful methods to address the memory bottleneck and cost inefficiencies for in-memory databases. The automatic decision on which data compression technique to use in in-memory column stores is challenging due to trade-offs and non-obvious impacts on large workloads. we propose a solution for an automatic selection of a budget- constraint encoding in Hyrise, based on linear programming (LP) and greedy heuristics. The encoding configurations are robust with respect to runtime performance, adaptable and workload-aware. To ensure performance robustness, LP techniques are applied to achieve equally distributed performance gains over all queries. The results show the potential of significant memory budget reductions without a deterioration of runtime performance.
Similarly, data tiering promises to reduce the amount of data in main memory by moving infrequently used data to cheaper and more elastic lower memory and secondary storage tiers. The challenge is to find an optimal balance for the trade-off between performance and costs. We propose an automatic tiering for Hyrise, using LP, that addresses this challenge. Our approach tracks frequency and pattern of data accesses to identify rarely used data, which are moved to secondary memory tiers (e. g., NVM / SSDs). This method is applicable to column selection problems in general and ensures Pareto-efficiency for varying memory budgets. Since, aspects like selectivity, size and frequency of queries are taken into account, the resulting performance is op- timized and outperforms other heuristics.









				II Replication & Scale-out
			
Database replication and query load-balancing are important mechanisms to scale query throughput. The analysis of workloads allows load-balancing queries to replica nodes according to their accessed data. As a result, replica nodes must only store and synchronize subsets of the data. However, evenly balancing the load of large-scale workloads while minimizing the memory footprint is complex and challenging. Moreover, state-of-the-art allocation approaches are either time consuming or the resulting allocations are not memory-efficient. In our work, we used LP-based decomposition techniques to determine optimized data placements and workload distributions. We extended these solutions considering potential node failures. Further, we derived a heuristic solution to compute robust solutions for large, real-life workload instances providing a competitive performance for different potential as well as uncertain workload scenarios.









				III Index Selection
			
Indexes are essential for the efficient processing of database workloads. However, some index selection algorithms are either not fast or not highly competitive, as we found in our survey, which evaluates state-of-the-art approaches using our open-source evaluation platform. To overcome the observed limitations of existing approaches, we developed three new index selection algorithms, serving different purposes: (i) EXTEND determines (near-)optimal solutions with an iterative heuristic. The produced solutions outperform others in most evaluated cases while the selection runtime is up to 10× lower. (ii) SWIRL is based on reinforcement learning (RL) and — after training — delivers solutions instantaneously. SWIRL decreases selection runtimes by orders of magnitude, while the solution quality is within 2% of the best solutions. While EXTEND is universally applicable with a high solution quality, SWIRL requires training, but reduces runtimes. (iii) Our decomposition concept for solver-based index selection approaches allows to deal with larger candidate sets and makes it possible to address risk-averse problem versions, where multiple potential future workloads are taken into account.









				IV Joint Tuning & Spatio-Temporal Decisions
			
Challenges for self-driving database systems, which tune their physical design and configuration autonomously, are manifold: such systems have to anticipate future workloads, find robust configurations efficiently, and incorporate knowledge gained by previous actions into later decisions. We present a theoretical, component-based framework for self-driving database systems that enables database integration and development of self-managing functionality with low overhead, by relying on separation of concerns. We started to implement joint tuning approaches in Hyrise, accounting for combined indexing, sorting, and compression configurations for spatio-temporal applications.









				V Data Dependencies
			
Efficient query optimization is usually based on metadata, such as cardinalities and other basic statistics. More advanced techniques consider data dependency types, such as functional, uniqueness, order, or inclusion constraints / dependencies. We identified 60 query optimization techniques for application areas like join, selection, sorting and set operations in the literature that are based on data dependencies.
Toward an efficient implementation and integration into commercial database systems, we laid out a vision for a workload-driven discovery system for query optimization. The dependency discovery is considered “lazy” since only those data dependency candidates are considered that are relevant for the observed workload. Our prototypical implementation in Hyrise identifies relevant data dependency candidates based on executed query plans and dynamically validates the candidates against the database, leading to performance improvements.









				Additional Resources
			
Besides our publications (see below), we are also documenting our progress with Hyrise in the Hyrise Wiki, on our Medium Blog and on the Hyrise Twitter channel.
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Sorry, the requested view was not found.
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"A Course in In-Memory Data Management" by Prof. Dr. h.c. Hasso Plattner. This book is the culmination of six years work of in-memory research. As such, it provides the technical foundation for combined transactional and analytical workloads inside one single database as well as examples of new applications that are now possible given the availability of the new technology. The book is available at Springer.
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